
 
Trunk Bump Stop Bumper Kit 

2022-01-20   PSP-BDY-502 
Thank you for purchasing this PERRIN product for your car! Installation of this product can be performed by anyone! Please read through all instructions before performing 
any portion of installation. If you have any questions, please contact our tech department prior to starting installation. We can be reached in any of the following methods: 

Email Tech@PERRIN.com 
Instant Chat off the main page of www.PERRIN.com 

Or simply call our tech team at 503-693-1702 

  WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead which is known to the State of California to cause cancer 
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov 

 

 Special Notes 
• After installation, trunk will be slightly harder to close. This is normal and to be expected.  

• The sound of the trunk opening will increase slightly as it want to “pop” open more than before 
 

 

Parts Included with the PERRIN Hood Bumper Kit: 
(2) Trunk Bump Stops  X-PSP-BDY-502 
 

 
 

Installation 
1. Open trunk and locate both OEM trunk bump stops. Pull bump stops out slightly to expose (2) small tabs. 
2. Using a flathead screwdriver or small pick tool, depress both tabs to release bump stops from trunk. 
3. Install PERRIN Trunk Bump Stops by pushing them into the hole and twisting slowing back and forth until the pop into the hole. 
4. Close trunk to check that the installation was correct.  

a. NOTE: Because the PERRIN Mount is stiffer, the trunk will additional effort to close.  
b. Adjustments to the trunk lid and trunk latch are not necessary but may be required on cars that have had previous damage. Follow 

the factory service manual as to how this is done. 

 
FOR QUESTIONS & COMMENTS PLEASE CONTACT 
TECH@PERRIN.COM 
503-693-1702 
Live Chat with us on our website 

mailto:Tech@PERRINperformance.com
http://www.perrinperformance.com/
https://www.p65warnings.ca.gov/

